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Enhanced mechanical properties and degradability
of poly(butylene succinate) and poly(lactic acid) blends
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Abstract To improve the tensile properties and degradability

of poly(butylene succinate) (PBS) for biomedical usage,

biodegradable polymer blends have been developed. A

series of PBS and poly(lactic acid) (PLA) blends were

prepared, and their degradation behaviors in simulated

body fluid for 16 months were investigated based on

morphology, tensile test, weight analysis, and molecular

weight. The results showed that the incorporation of PLA

into PBS increased the initial tensile strength to some

extent, and the blends lost their tensile properties earlier

than their parent polymers with the proceeding of hydro-

lysis. Both blends and parent polymers went through a

plateau and subsequent rise stage in mass loss and water

absorption, but the blends hydrolyzed faster than the parent

polymers. The molecular weight variations also demon-

strated faster hydrolysis of the blends. Moreover, both

blends and their parent polymers underwent a slow-to-fast

transition in their hydrolysis rates. When the Mn of PBS

and PLA reached 4.0 9 104 and 9.0 9 104, the hydrolysis

of parent polymers and blends began to accelerate, which is

the start of auto-acceleration. The blends hydrolyzed faster

in both stages. The interface between the components ini-

tiated accelerating hydrolysis in the first stage, and the

reciprocal auto-acceleration effect resulted in faster

hydrolysis of the blends in the second stage.
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Introduction

Biodegradable polymers have attracted much attention in

biomedical applications. In particular, aliphatic polyesters

such as poly(lactic acid) (PLA), polyglycolide (PGA), and

poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) have been success-

fully utilized for bone fracture fixation, drug delivery

systems, wound closure, and tissue engineering scaffolds

[1, 2]. The desirable characteristics compared with those of

non-degradable materials include no stress shielding effect

[3], no need for secondary surgery exposure to remove

devices, and easy molding into various shapes [4, 5].

Poly(butylene succinate) (PBS) is a novel biodegradable

aliphatic polyester with good biocompatibility [6] and its

end-degradation products (CO2 and H2O) are harmless [7],

so PBS has a good biological safety. PBS also has high

flexibility and excellent impact strength [8], similar to

polypropylene and polyethylene [9]. Such properties make

PBS an option for some biomedical applications. However,

PBS may not fully meet some specific requirements due to

slow degradation rate [10] and insufficient tensile strength.

Copolymerization and physical blending are simple and

effective means to achieve combinations of desirable

properties of each component [11, 12]. Ideally, for PBS,

the incorporation of another polymer should improve both

its degradability and initial tensile property. With good

biocompatibility and excellent mechanical property, PLA

is often chosen to be one of the components of composites.
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